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Once upon a time…. 



“
This is too academic!

CEO



Like Don Norman (2010), I also resist the 
research-practice gap 

The research-practice gap



The realization… 



DAUGHTER

PSYCHOLOGIST
ARTIST

MODEL 
MINORITY Me as a citizen in the 

world who cares about 
science and fact-based 
communication

Me as an 
academic that 
made the shift 
to UX research

Me as a UX researcher 
to thrive (lead & follow) 
and deliver impact



Thought-worlds, defined … 



Theoretical Sciences such as Psychology 

Anthropology | Information Science| Sociology | Political Science, etc

Human computer interaction (HCI)

Use human-centered principles (e.g., research findings from 
applied or scientific research) to create something people use

Foundation Research 

Applied Research

Design Practice



Thought-world

What personality should my voice 
assistant / chatbot have? Should 
it have an avatar? Or UIs that look 

like humans?

Thought-world 

What is personality? Can you 
even enculturate a bot? What is 

anthropomorphism?

Design Practice

Foundation Research



Thought-world

What should the notification 
settings be?

How do users manage their 
attention across devices? What 

are the limits of attention?

Thought-world 



What is cognition? What kind of 
human cognition explains 

motion sickness in VR?

Will adding a virtual nose reduce 
motion sickness in VR games?

Thought-world

Thought-world 



Researcher-Practitioner Twitter Interactions 



‘Multi-discipline’ is the norm
Research teams are more multidisciplinary than ever 

Call for ‘translators’
User researchers with diverse backgrounds are uniquely 
positioned to promote understanding between these 
thought-worlds so relevant knowledge can be put to work   



How does research and practice differ? 



Purpose of academic research:

Advance knowledge 

Traits

Slow

Hard to read and find

Hard to act on 

Success measure: “Publish or perish”  

Research vs. Practice: The differences

Purpose of industry practice:

Add value to people’s everyday life

Traits

Fast

Accessible

Actionable / Intuitive

Success measure: “Ship it!”



Research as a practice

Just say “Yes and’! 

Research as a science

“Doubt is an uncomfortable condition, but 
certainty is a ridiculous one.” - Voltaire 

Thinking motivated by a business goal, 
stakeholders’ goal, or a public-ready goal 

Need to bring real outcomes to users 

Certainty: Assertiveness is considered 
great

Thinking for the sake of thinking, 
motivated by intellectual freedom 

Need to be self-critical, comparative; 
science* is not unified 

Uncertainty: Being critical is considered 
great

*Speaking from  psychology and does not necessarily apply to other domains



How are research and practice similar? 



The process of doing science*
is actually very similar to the process of doing a user 
research project in a product life cycle

* Speaking from psychology and does not necessarily apply to other domains



Abstract: 
Snapshot of the full paper

Introduction: 
● Bring the readers up to speed to the 

topic, why should one care?
● What’s the gap? Novelty?
● State how the research fills the gap

Method: 
How is data collected
Apparatus, stimuli 
How is the data analyzed 

Results: 
The ‘What’ of insights

Discussion & Limitations: 
● The ‘So What’ 
● Caveats and future directions

1

4

5

3

2

The anatomy of a psychology journal publication 



Advancing science is a matter of 
chance, strategy, and marketing too
Misconception: science is pure and truth just prevails



Unseen research: Story of Copernicus  



Unseen research: Story of W.E.B. Du Bois



“
How many truth-tellers find their 

work thwarted?

Mimi Onuoba (2020)



How might we better collaborate? 



Tackle trust and attention-based barriers 





Drawing on messaging design and marketing communication studies, five 
attributes of research summaries affect their appeal to non-researchers 

1075 entrepreneurs were shown different research summaries and 
asked which one they prefer to receive as a research report 

Not too long 
(but not too 

short!) 

Minimize 
jargon 

Cite credible 
sources

Use more 
visual, media! 

Adapt to the 
stakeholder 

level of 
involvement 

Work cited is in Appendix 



Rewrite scholarly content to be more 
actionable and to the point



Design Implication (DI)
We propose skewing 
visualizations to present 
favorable comparisons. 
Designers can make user 
performance appear closer to 
their comparisons.

DI rewritten by a 
designer

To motivate gamers to play 
more, upscale their performance 
so it looks closer to their target 
performance metrics

Rewriting a design implication found in academic 
research to make it actionable

Work cited is in Appendix 



Rewriting quantitative finding and visualizing user 
quote to make it more digestible

Work cited is in Appendix 





Seize the right moment in the design 
process to bring in research  



Designers: When I am…   

Understanding...

User research, 
academic research, 
books, articles 
Reputable case 
studies on Medium, 
Slack, Reddit, etc

Brainstorming… 

Resources from 
previous phase, 
Dribble, Google 
Images, Pinterest, 
Ideation cards, science 
fiction, design books, 
pop psychology, etc.  

Building… 

UI libraries, blog posts, 
App Stores, Google 
Play, Product Hunt 
Forums 
StackExchange, 
StackOverflow, Quora, 
Forums

Advocating… 
Evidence for chosen 
design, user 
research, trusted 
resources; academic 
research

RESEARCH

Resources in bold are most used by designers in the study

RESEARCH

What resources other than academic research do 
designers use in the design process?

https://dl.acm.org/doi/10.1145/3290605.3300231


Redesign tools and processes for how you 
bring research resources to design 



Work cited is in Appendix 



Team collaboration tips 



Make sure we have a common understanding of the 
project and clarify roles within the team. 

Business as usual Teammates are people first

Before collaborating, ask 
teammates these questions: What are you 

passionate 
about? 

What’s our 
shared 
goal?

What’s 
my role?



Steer ‘Conflict’ into the ‘Debate’ zone

Debate Argue

Disguise Undermine

High 
Directness

High 
Intensity

Low 
Directness

Low 
Intensity



Be aware of how you debate 
in a team setting



Closing thoughts… 



How can I say this so we can stay closer 
to each other?

ME

DAD



“
It’s our job to see the person in front 

of us, and if that means having an 
uncomfortable conversation, have 

that conversation, please.

Claudia Rankine (2020)



“
Know all the theories

Master all the techniques
But as you touch a human soul

Be just another human soul

Carl Jung (1928)



THANK YOU
Senior User Researcher, Product | Peloton

@linnienyc

https://www.linkedin.com/in/linnienyc/



Appendix 
For work cited in the presentation, please visit the doc here. 

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1SimUpZr-v53WnUc3VYBkdqN40Ot9tCHFAeNatu5PIdU/edit?usp=sharing

